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' INTRODUCTION

In connection w^?th the development of spscif icat ions for
the different grades of upholstery leather for government use
and as a result of a request for cooperation on the same sub-
2
ect from the Society of Automotive Engineers certain investi-

gations have been made relative to standards which will serve as
a measure of the quality of these leathers. The procedure fol-
lowed and the results obtained in this investigation are pre-
sented as a basis for the selection of satisfactory specification
requirements, and also to stimulate further interest and work on
a subject regarding which little data is available.

DEFINITIONS OF GRADES

Since some confusion has existed regarding the meaning of
the commercial classification of grades the following is sug-
gested as a possible standard which covers the three grades
mo st ly u s ed b y aut omob i 1 e manuf actur er s.

Grade D ef in it ion.
Full Grain fSnuffed) The first split from a hide containing

the full grain of the leather, the sur-
face of which is shaved either by hand
or machine removing shavings of no
appreciable size or thickness.

Machine Buffed The first split from a hide after a
thin layer of the grain thickness
(called a buffing ana approximately
1/64 inches thick) has been removed.

No. 1 Split. The second split or thickness of a
hide secured after either cl full grain
or machirie buffed split has been re-
moved.
Note: The No. 1 Splits under both a
full grain or hand buffed split appear
to be near enough equd in quality to
have the same cla,ssifioat ion although
in the latter the cut is begun approx-
imately 1/54 inch deeper.
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SELECTIOnS.

One of the chief causes of trouble in the use of leather i or

upholstering is the number or her ects in the hides* Ti»e_e has

been litt le°at tempt tc make a standard selection to which all

tanners will adhere* Most of these defects are caused by cir-_

cumstances entirely outside of the tanner's control and it would

naturally be more to his interest to sell his leatner on the

basis of " "tannery run". In the case of the consumer, where prc-

duction is important and hides are cut on a piece work basis, it

appears essential that the selection of leatner oeing used at.

any bhe time be as uniform as possi ole. The following specie ica-

tions as to selections have oeen suggested*

"A" Selection shall consist of leather free from brands,

patches, knife cuts, knife scores and open grub

holes excepting that 10% of the hides may contain
not over 1 open grub holes.

"B" Selection shall consist of leather free from brands,

knife cuts, knife scores. Hides may contain not
over 4 patches 1 1/2 inches in the longest dimension
and not over S open grub holes.

No attempt has been made to cover the various other
selections which may contain various types of brands and other
imperfections. It is believed that a large portion of the
leather required can be furnished under the above and that where
a consumer finds he can use lots with certain types of brands
or more of the defects than allowed in the above that negoti-
ations can be made with the contractor regarding a definition of
the selection he will purchase*

SHAPES AND SIZES OF HIDES.

An important factor is the shape of the hides since they
will generally cut to better advantage the nearer they are to
being square in shape. The shape is governed chiefly by the
type of animal from which the hide comes and to a less degree on
the manner of skinning. Where hides of nearly uniform width are
required the width across the brisket must be specified. With
reference to area, the idea at one time seemed to be to get as
spready hides as possible. However, the activities of the
S.A.E. have already demonstrated that smaller hides can often be
cut to advantage and in fact to such an extent that the tanners
will have no cause for the complaint that hides of large area
are always demanded. Specifications for maximum, minimum and
average area in square feet must be specified by the purchaser
according to the use of the material.
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THICKNESS .

The common practice among tanners is to gauge thickness by
ounces. Since it is stated that an ounce is equal to 1/64 inches
the following is suggested as a thickness specification that can
be readily understood by all.

The leather shall be 3/64 inches in thickness plus
or minus one half of 1/64. The thickness shall be
measured with a Woburn gauge or equivalent.

CRACKING OF COATING.

The cracking of the coating is an important factor in the
use of upholstery leather and it is suggested that the coating
should show no evidence of cracking when the leather is doubled
on itself by hand, coating side out, at 33 degrees F.

FIBRE APPEARANCE

With reference to fibre appearance, a vertical section of
full grain leather shall show approximately 50% of the thickness
to be made up of the fine fibres and a vertical section of
machine buffed leather shall show approximately 25% of the grain
fibres.

PHYSICAL TEST DATA.

In order to determine the magnitude of the physical proper-
ties of upholstery leather 10 hides were submitted by automobile
manufacturers for test. The hides submitted are listed below
according to grade and code number.

Grade
Full Grain
Machine Buffed
No. 1 Split

Code Numbers.
A,B, C, H & I

.

D, F, & J.

E & G

One half of each hide was divided into blocks approximately
13 inches by 6 inches. Each block was divided into test specimens
as shown on Sheet No, LS. From each block three samples were cut-

out with a die for tensile tests and also the percent stretch at
failure in a gauge length of two inches was noted on the same
samples. The average of the three values was used as represent-
ing the value for the block. Three tear tost specimens as shown
on Sheet L6 were tested from each block. One specimen from
each block was used for the grab tear test and the stretch at
failure was also noted for this sample.
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The grab test sample was 5 inches by 6 inches and was placed
lengthwise in the testing machine, the clamps being three inches
apart. The upper jaw of each clamp was one inch in width and the
lower jaw three inches.

Beginning with block No, 1 at the tail the test specimens
were cut in a lengthwise direction. Samples from alt ernat e blocks
were out in the same direction while those from the remaining
blocks were cut in the crosswise direction. The data obtained
give results of the variation in physical properties for dif-
ferent locations on the hide both in the lengthwise and cross-
wise directions and for throe grades of leather.

The results for the full grain leather are shown on Sheet
L7 and the results for machine buffed and No. 1 Split on Sheet LS»

The average values for each hide are given in the following
tables.

Tables Shewing Average Values of Physical
Properties for the Different Hides.

Table 1- Lengthwise Direction.

Code 1 2 5 4 5 6 7

A 48 2350 34.0 209 42 7.3 .041
B 52 2105 59.7 195 41 9.4 .050
G 59 2990 58.0 233 41 8.0 • 039
H 50 2490 e> 8 .

0

168 41 7,8 .041
I 59 2210 42.

1

156 36 7.2 .036
D 58 2655 39 .

6

258 46 14.8 .044
F 60 2950 47.1 239 51 15.1 .041
J 45 2140 34.7 194 36 13.1 .043
E 51 2470 56 .

1

333 39 16.6 .041
G 63 2645 57.4 309 39 21.3 ,047

Table :
3- Cr-'s swise Direction.

A 45 2170 43.0 163 49 7.0 ,042
B 51 3010 59.0 201 41 8 .

3

.051
C 53 2665 58 .

0

213 40 7.2 .040
H 53 2460 57.0 186 56 6.7 .043
I 40 2350 39.3 ISO 38 7.4 . 056
D 56 2515 38.0 235 42 14.6 .043
F 55 3715 53.0 226 53 16.5 .040
J 41 1900 34.7 190 57 13.3 .042
E 41 1985 39.0 204 41 19.1 .041
G 64 2740 56.0 292 39 21.5 .046



\
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Table 5- Lengthwise and Crosswise Directions.

Code n
j. <C> 3 4 5 6

A 47 2260 38.5 186 46 7.1
B 51 2060 «

o

138 41 8 . S
C 5 6 2830 38 .

0

217 41 7.3
H 52 2475 57.5 177 33 7.2
I 40 2335 40 ,

5

158 56 7.6
F 57 2625 53.8 231 44 14.7
F 57 2835 50 .

0

nnrj
Cj da ( 53 15.8

J 43 2030 54.7 IS 2 36 12.7
F 45 2235 37.5 213 40 17.8
C- 63 2630 35.7 300 59 21.4

Column No.
1. Breaking Strength

Tensile Strength :<£> •

O *

4.

5 .

6.

7.

in Pounds-Specimen 1/2 inch
.n Pounds oer square inch of

Percentage Elongation
3 inches.

CL U Br eai:ins P o int -Gaug e

Tensile vStrength in Pounds-Grab Test.
Percentage Elongation at Failure- Grab Test
Tearing Strength in Pounds.
Average Thickness in Inches.

wide.
cross- sect io
Length

A simple test suggested for determining the strength of the
various leathers is -go punch a hole and insert the hook of an
ordinary spring balance which is suspended in a suitable place.
The sample is pulled and the pounds pull noted when tearing starts
in the punched hole. A number of tests were made using this
method and the. results are given on sheet LS . Table 1 shews the

suits along the back, Tables 3 and 4- the results along the
the hide and Table 2, the results from locations

area likely to be used in
cut siue edge o:edg
about 12 inches
service.

m
nine an.

a

from the i

$3 3 ana
Table 3,
nine in the

SUGARY

.

r esu_ v s snow mat
io trades is not in

he gr
Q.1 merer
invo Iv es t ear ing su ch
L8, the grab test
1 U i a.G W .L y

test variation between the
tensile strength, but in a test which

as was made with a sample as shown on shed
the test with the snrint balance. For

lamination it is considered thal grab test
most satisfactory with the following limitations on the results
for the different grades regardless of the location on the hide.
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Grade
Full Grain
Machine Bn f fed.

No. 1 Split

Minimum Pounds by Grab Test

.

100
150
300

These requirements are conservative but sufficient to show
that a sample of leather has the strength necessary for the
service intended and also to eliminate tender hides.

Enclosure:
4 blue prints
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